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Jerry the mouse is hiding in this book--follow Tom the cat as he hunts through the
pages for his foe.
In debut author Demitria Lunetta's heart-pounding thriller, one girl must fight for her
survival in a world overrun by violent, deadly creatures. Perfect for fans of New York
Times bestsellers like The 5th Wave and Across the Universe. Amy Harris's life
changed forever when They took over. Her parents—vanished. The
government—obsolete. Societal structure—nonexistent. No one knows where They came
from, but these vicious creatures have been rapidly devouring mankind since They
appeared. With fierce survivor instincts, Amy manages to stay alive—and even rescues
"Baby," a toddler who was left behind. After years of hiding, they are miraculously
rescued and taken to New Hope. On the surface, it appears to be a safe haven for
survivors. But there are dark and twisted secrets lurking beneath that could have Amy
and Baby paying with not only their freedom . . . but also their lives.
Trapped in a superstore by a series of escalating disasters, including a monster
hailstorm and terrifying chemical weapons spill, brothers Dean and Alex learned how to
survive and worked together with twelve other kids to build a refuge from the chao
The Apocalypse does not end. The Changed will grow in numbers. The Spared may not
survive. Even before the EMPs brought down the world, Alex was on the run from the
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demons of her past and the monster living in her head. After the world was gone, she
believed Rule could be a sanctuary for her and those she'd come to love. But she was
wrong. Now Alex is in the fight of her life against the adults, who would use her, the
survivors, who don't trust her, and the Changed, who would eat her alive. Welcome to
Shadows, the second book in the haunting apocalyptic Ashes Trilogy: where no one is
safe and humans may be the worst of the monsters.
Following a stray football to the other side of a wall where there is a secret, Standish
Treadwell discovers astonishing truths about a moon landing that the overseeing
Motherland, a ruthless regime, is determined to hide.
How can you sneak past a horde of the dead with a screaming baby? The day Charlie
Macomber is born is the first day of the zombie apocalypse. When the hospital in
Harrington, Indiana is overrun by reanimated corpses, Charlie's dad must carry his son
through the walking dead to safety. But when zombies roam the earth, can anyplace be
safe? A companion novella to ALL TOGETHER NOW: A ZOMBIE STORY, ALL RIGHT
NOW features familiar characters and sets the stage for the novel. WARNING This
novella is mean and nasty and intended for a mature audience. It is absolutely not
appropriate for younger readers. ALL RIGHT NOW: A SHORT ZOMBIE STORY is a
gruesome, repugnant tale featuring horrific acts of violence sure to warp young minds.
PRAISE FOR ALL TOGETHER NOW: A ZOMBIE STORY ALL TOGETHER NOW: A
ZOMBIE STORY is by turns disgusting, terrifying, funny, and heartbreaking. Fans of
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THE WALKING DEAD will eat it up like, well, zombies munching fresh brains. A stellar
debut from a novelist to watch! -Mike Mullin, award-winning author of ASHFALL,
ASHEN WINTER, and SUNRISE Robert Kent's ALL TOGETHER NOW: A ZOMBIE
STORY explodes with action, near escapes, flying guts (and other body parts), and bad
luck for the main characters followed by even worse luck. In other words, a perfect
zombie book. But the heart of this story is its realistic characters. I found myself staying
up late over several nights, unable to put Ricky's tale down. -Darby Karchut, author of
GRIFFIN RISING and FINN FINNEGAN When I say I found this book horrifying, I mean
that in a good way. I mean it in the best way there is. There were moments in this book
that completely spun me out. I read the disclaimer, but I wasn't expecting it to be as
intense as it was. -Anniki's Bookcase ALL TOGETHER NOW: A ZOMBIE STORY is a
book that is fast-paced, well-written and thought-provoking while still filling its pages
with plenty of action, suspense, and, of course, zombie carnage. If you like zombie
action combined with dark humor and a twinge of romance than ALL TOGETHER NOW
is definitely for you. -Blood, Sweat, and Books This story is seriously fun, really easy to
read, and the characters are easy to cheer for. And there are some fabulous one liners
in this, seriously... for a zombie book, I think I laughed much more than I cringed! Well,
maybe a bit, maybe not more. -Creating Serenity I was absolutely glued to my kindle till
the early hours. The short chapters make it easy to read for those who just want to pick
it up and put it down, but I bet you can't stop once you start. Every chapter is actionPage 3/19
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packed, fast-paced and full of suspense, but still maintaining believability even from a
15-year-old's perspective. The action is heart-pounding, gripping, and in some places I
actually found myself holding my breath while I speedily read through the pages to find
out what was going to happen next... and... breathe. -Gadget Girl Reviews I found no
faults with this book, it flows well, is edited well and it is wickedly smart. There are also
some very good moral lessons which gives us a very good reason to share this book
with the young adults in our lives. It is guaranteed to warp their young minds, and hey,
isn't that how we all started to love the genre? I really cared for Ricky and Michelle, I
loved the originality of the story and it was never predictable. In my opinion that
deserves 5 stars. Whether you love zombies or not, I think you will really enjoy ALL
TOGETHER NOW: A ZOMBIE STORY! -Horror-Web Kent doesn't pull any punches.
This is a violent story, that not only shows the zombie carnage, but also how humans
can be just as nasty and dangerous as zombies, if not more so. -Pearls Cast Before A
McPig
Survivors of a supervolcanic eruption in Yellowstone Park must rise from the ashes of
the apocalyptic catastrophe to continue civilization in the first book in a new series by
the New York Times best-selling author. Reprint. 15,000 first printing.
SunriseSimon and Schuster

"Thanks to Connor, Lev, and Risa, and their high-profile revolt at Happy Jack
Harvest Camp, people can no longer turn a blind eye to unwinding. Ridding
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society of troublesome teens and, in the same stroke, providing much-needed
tissues for transplant might be convenient, but its morality has finally been
brought into question. However, unwinding has become big business, and there
are powerful political and corporate interests that want to see it not only continue,
but expand, allowing the unwinding of prisoners and the impoverished. Cam is a
teen who does not exist. He is made entirely out of the parts of other unwinds.
Cam, a 21st century Frankenstein, struggles with a search for identity and
meaning, as well as the concept of his own soul, if indeed a rewound being can
have one. When a sadistic bounty hunter who takes "trophies" from the unwinds
he captures starts to pursue Connor, Risa and Lev, Cam finds his fate
inextricably bound with theirs"-In the early 1940s, young women enlisted for peacetime duty as U.S. Army
nurses. But when the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941 blasted the
United States into World War II, 101 American Army and Navy nurses serving in
the Philippines were suddenly treating wounded and dying soldiers while bombs
exploded all around them. The women served in jerry-rigged jungle hospitals on
the Bataan Peninsula and in underground tunnels on Corregidor Island. Later,
when most of them were captured by the Japanese as prisoners of war, they
suffered disease and near-starvation for three years. Pure Grit is a story of
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sisterhood and suffering, of tragedy and betrayal, of death and life. The women
cared for one another, maintained discipline, and honored their vocation to nurse
anyone in need—all 101 coming home alive. The book is illustrated with archival
photographs and includes an index, glossary, and timeline. Praise for Pure Grit
STARRED REVIEW "Details of many nurses’ individual trials combine to form a
memorable portrayal of their shared experience, one which will emotionally
impact readers." --Booklist, starred review "Primary source materials, especially
the movingly matter-of-fact recollections of several of the nurses and personal
snapshots, bring the story to life." --Kirkus Reviews "Farrell doesn’t spare her
young readers any grim details . . . She includes the challenges these women
faced and the joy they felt on returning home. As awful as history can be, now
might be the right time to introduce the next generation to this important period."
--The Washington Post "In addition to photographs and helpful maps, the page
layouts include facsimiles of the nurses’ letters and diaries. Young readers who
enjoyed Tanya Lee Stone’s Almost Astronauts: 13 Women Who Dared to Dream
will also appreciate this story of courageous women whose story was nearly
forgotten." --School Library Journal
It's been over six months since the eruption of the Yellowstone supervolcano.
Alex and Darla have been staying with Alex's relatives, trying to cope with the
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new reality of the primitive world so vividly portrayed in Ashfall, the first book in
this trilogy. It's also been six months of waiting for Alex's parents to return from
Iowa. Alex and Darla decide they can wait no longer and must retrace their
journey into Iowa to find and bring back Alex's parents to the tenuous safety of
Illinois. But the landscape they cross is even more perilous than before, with lifeand-death battles for food and power between the remaining communities. When
the unthinkable happens, Alex must find new reserves of strength and
determination to survive.
“A love letter to queerness, self-expression, and individuality (also Madonna) that
never shies away from the ever-present fear within the queer community of late
'80s New York, Like a Love Story made me feel so full—of hope, love, courage,
pride, and awe for the many people who fought for love and self-expression in
the face of discrimination, cruelty, and death. "A book for warriors, divas, artists,
queens, individuals, activists, trend setters, and anyone searching for the
courage to be themselves.”—Mackenzi Lee, New York Times bestselling author of
The Gentleman’s Guide to Vice and Virtue It’s 1989 in New York City, and for
three teens, the world is changing. Reza is an Iranian boy who has just moved to
the city with his mother to live with his stepfather and stepbrother. He’s terrified
that someone will guess the truth he can barely acknowledge about himself.
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Reza knows he’s gay, but all he knows of gay life are the media’s images of
men dying of AIDS. Judy is an aspiring fashion designer who worships her uncle
Stephen, a gay man with AIDS who devotes his time to activism as a member of
ACT UP. Judy has never imagined finding romance...until she falls for Reza and
they start dating. Art is Judy’s best friend, their school’s only out and proud
teen. He’ll never be who his conservative parents want him to be, so he rebels
by documenting the AIDS crisis through his photographs. As Reza and Art grow
closer, Reza struggles to find a way out of his deception that won’t break Judy’s
heart—and destroy the most meaningful friendship he’s ever known. This is a
bighearted, sprawling epic about friendship and love and the revolutionary act of
living life to the fullest in the face of impossible odds.
“[Readers] are bound to be caught up in the adventures of Bess Crawford . . .
While her sensibility is as crisp as her narrative voice, Bess is a compassionate
nurse who responds with feeling.”— The New York Times Book Review In the
uneasy peace following World War I, nurse Bess Crawford runs into trouble and
treachery in Ireland—in this twelfth book in the New York Times bestselling
mystery series. The Great War is over—but in Ireland, in the wake of the bloody
1916 Easter Rising, anyone who served in France is now considered a traitor,
including nurse Eileen Flynn and former soldier Michael Sullivan, who only want
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to be married in the small, isolated village where she grew up. Even her
grandmother is against it, and Eileen’s only protection is her cousin Terrence
who was a hero of the Rising and is still being hunted by the British. Bess
Crawford had promised to be there for the wedding. And in spite of the danger to
her, she keeps that promise—only to be met with the shocking news that the
groom has vanished. Eileen begs for her help, but how can Bess hope to find him
when she doesn’t know the country, the people, or where to put her trust? Time
is running out, for Michael and for Bess herself, and soon her own life is on the
line. With only an Irish outlaw and a man being hunted for murder on her side,
how can she possibly save herself, much less stop a killer?
At fourteen, Frances survived a slaughter that claimed the lives of her parents
and best friend, Libby. In the aftermath, she took on Libby's identity and wealth,
all while plotting revenge against the powerful Wells family. Now, at age
eighteen, she is ready to destroy them, including her first love, Grey.
The eagerly awaited addition to the series begun with the New York Times bestseller Life As We Knew It, in which a meteor knocks the moon off its orbit and the
world changes forever. It's been more than two years since Jon Evans and his
family left Pennsylvania, hoping to find a safe place to live, yet Jon remains
haunted by the deaths of those he loved. His prowess on a soccer field has
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guaranteed him a home in a well-protected enclave. But Jon is painfully aware
that a missed goal, a careless word, even falling in love, can put his life and the
lives of his mother, his sister Miranda, and her husband, Alex, in jeopardy. Can
Jon risk doing what is right in a world gone so terribly wrong?
Inspired by interviews with real-life cancer survivors and insider sports
experience, this unforgettable New York Times bestseller shows a brave boy who
learns what it truly means to be unstoppable. As National Ambassador for Young
People's Literature emeritus Jon Scieszka said, Unstoppable is "absolutely
heroic, and something every guy should read." If anyone understands the phrase
"tough luck," it's Harrison. As a foster kid in a cruel home, he knows his dream of
one day playing in the NFL is a longshot. Then Harrison is brought into a new
home with kind, loving parents—his new dad is even a football coach. Harrison's
big build and his incredible determination quickly make him a star running back
on the junior high school team. On the field, he's practically unstoppable. But
Harrison's good luck can't last forever. When a routine sports injury leads to a
devastating diagnosis, it will take every ounce of Harrison's determination not to
give up for good.
A 16-year-old boy who escapes a kidnapper thinks he can forget his trauma, but instead, he
loses his grip on reality and believes he's part of an alternate world called Marbury. SixteenPage 10/19
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year-old Jack gets drunk and is in the wrong place at the wrong time. He is kidnapped. He
escapes, narrowly. The only person he tells is his best friend, Conner. When they arrive in
London as planned for summer break, a stranger hands Jack a pair of glasses. Through the
lenses, he sees another world called Marbury. There is war in Marbury. It is a desolate and
murderous place where Jack is responsible for the survival of two younger boys. Conner is
there, too. But he's trying to kill them. Meanwhile, Jack is falling in love with an English girl, and
afraid he's losing his mind. Andrew Smith has written his most beautiful and personal novel yet,
as he explores the nightmarish outer limits of what trauma can do to our bodies and our minds.
“An engrossing horror/fantasy hybrid...Nightmarish imagery is chillingly effective, and the
pacing superbly builds suspense.” -- Kirkus Reviews
Argyle Fox, with his signature style, wants to play outside on a springtime day, but the wind is
wreaking havoc with his fun and games. As soon as he builds a card tower, climbs into a giant
spider web, or takes up his pirate sword, here comes the wind: Woosh! Mama Fox tells grumpy
Argyle that if he thinks long enough, he will come up with something to do. Following his
mother's suggestion and inspired by her knitting, he works all the pieces of his day together
and creates the perfect solution. The story of Argyle teaches that failure is often a path to
success and celebrates perseverance, creative thinking, and an old-fashioned springtime
activity.
After a meteor hits the moon and sets off a series of horrific climate changes, seventeen-yearold Alex Morales must take care of his sisters alone in the chaos of New York City.
The Yellowstone supervolcano nearly wiped out the human race. Now, almost a year after the
eruption, the survivors seem determined to finish the job. Communities wage war on each
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other, gangs of cannibals roam the countryside, and what little government survived the
eruption has collapsed completely. The ham radio has gone silent. Sickness, cold, and
starvation are the survivors' constant companions. When it becomes apparent that their home
is no longer safe and adults are not facing the stark realities, Alex and Darla must create a
community that can survive the ongoing disaster, an almost impossible task requiring even
more guts and more smarts than ever--and unthinkable sacrifice. If they fail . . . they, their
loved ones, and the few remaining survivors will perish. This epic finale has the heart of
Ashfall, the action of Ashen Winter, and a depth all its own, examining questions of
responsibility and bravery, civilization and society, illuminated by the story of an unshakable
love that transcends a post-apocalyptic world and even life itself.
A suspenseful psychological thriller, Portals of the Night profiles the ominous battle between
good and evil as a small-town attorney confronts the Biblical myths predicting the end of the
world and his personal apocalypse. Robert Ashton Farwell becomes involved in an
experimental project that propels him into the subconscious. Farwell ventures into the
confusing, unfamiliar realm of inner-space, only to discover his life is in grave danger.
Religious fanatics intent on killing Mormon defectors for violating secret temple ordinances
force Farwell to become immersed again in the mysteries of the Mormon Church from which
he had tried to escape. Former members are being executed. Farwell is next. He has thirty
days to identify the assassins and prevent his own murder. Through these dark portals the
shocking truth about Mormonism is revealed. Portals is an epic battle in the eternal struggle
between the righteous and the wicked. It is a story of redemption and hope in a place where
time has no meaning. The bridge spanning the gap between believers and nonbelievers is
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about to fall. The time to choose has arrived.
When a group of kids trapped together in a chain superstore build a refuge for themselves
inside, outside, a series of disasters from a monster hailstorm to a chemical weapons spill,
seems to be tearing the world apart.
If the gods wanted Akash to have an education, he is told, they would give him one. But Akash
has spent his entire twelve years poor and hungry. So he decides to take control of his own life
and try for a scholarship to the city school where he can pursue his beloved math. But will
challenging destiny prove to be more than he has bargained for? In this raw and powerful
novel, fate and self-determination come together in unexpected ways, offering an
unsentimental look at the realities of India. Saraswati's Way is a 2011 Bank Street - Best
Children's Book of the Year.
Maisie 'Danger' Brown needs excitement. When she wins a harmless-sounding competition to
go to astronaut boot camp, that's exactly what she gets . . . But she never imagined it would
feature stumbling into a terrifying plot that kills her friends and might just kill her too. Now
there's no going back. Maisie has to live by her middle name if she wants to survive – and
she'll need to be equally courageous to untangle the romance in her life too. A clever,
suspenseful thriller-adventure by New York Times bestselling author and master storyteller
Shannon Hale.

Through journal entries, sixteen-year-old Miranda describes her family's struggle to
survive after a meteor hits the moon, causing worldwide tsunamis, earthquakes, and
volcanic eruptions.
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Dean, Alex, and the other survivors of the Monument 14 have escaped the disaster
zone and made it to the safety of a Canadian refugee camp. Some of the kids have
even been reunited with their families and are making tentative plans for the future.
Then, Niko learns that his lost love, Josie, has survived ... For Josie, separated from the
group and presumed dead, life has gone from bad to worse. Trapped in a terrible prison
camp with other exposed O blood types and traumatized by her experiences,she has
given up all hope of rescue. Meanwhile, scared by the government's unusual interest in
her pregnancy, Astrid - along with her two protectors, Dean and Jake - flees the camp
to join Niko on his desperate quest to be reunited with Josie. In a stunningly fierce
conclusion to the Monument 14 trilogy, author Emmy Laybourne ups the stakes even
more for a group of kids who have already survived the unthinkable. Can they do so
one last time? 'Monument 14 is raw, honest, gritty, and full of emotionally taut
storytelling. I had to hug so many kittens after reading it that the pet store asked me not
to come back." Lish McBride, author of Hold Me Closer, Necromancer 'Riveting' New
York Times
When popular, sporty sister, Kristina, is diagnosed with cancer, her younger, brainy
sister, Tess, is thrown into new roles as she becomes the center of the popular crowd
and must be the strong one in her family.
When eighteen-year-old Lexi of Morgantown, West Virginia, becomes the body double
of a famous pop star, she discovers that the girl she is replacing is actually her halfPage 14/19
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sister, and that their father is a famous rock star.
Many visitors to Yellowstone National Park don't realize that the boiling hot springs and
spraying geysers are caused by an underlying supervolcano, so large that the caldera
can only be seen by plane or satellite. And by some scientific measurements, it could
be overdue for an eruption. For Alex, being left alone for the weekend means having
the freedom to play computer games and hang out with his friends without hassle from
his mother. Then the Yellowstone supervolcano erupts, plunging his hometown into a
nightmare of darkness, ash, and violence. Alex begins a harrowing trek to seach for his
family and finds help in Darla, a travel partner he meets along the way. Together they
must find the strength and skills to survive and outlast an epic disaster.
After witnessing an act of domestic terrorism while training on his bike, Jake is found
near death, with a serious head injury and unable to remember the plane crash or the
aftermath that landed him in the hospital. A terrorist leader’s teenage daughter, Betsy,
is sent to kill Jake and eliminate him as a possible witness. When Jake’s mother
blames his head injury for his tales of attempted murder, he has to rely on his girlfriend,
Laurissa, to help him escape the killers and the law enforcement agents convinced that
Jake himself had a role in the crash. Mike Mullin, author of the Ashfall series, delivers a
gripping story with memorable characters and all-too-real scenarios.
An electromagnetic pulse flashes across the sky, destroying every electronic device,
wiping out every computerized system, and killing billions. When it happens, Alex was
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hiking in the woods to say good-bye to her dead parents and her personal demons.
Now desperate to find out what happened after the pulse crushes her to the ground,
Alex meets up with Tom—a young soldier—and Ellie, a girl whose grandfather was killed
by the EMP. For this improvised family and the others who are spared, it's now a
question of who can be trusted and who is no longer human. Author Ilsa J. Bick crafts a
terrifying and thrilling novel about a world that could be ours at any moment, where
those left standing must learn what it means not just to survive, but to live amidst the
devastation.
When a meteor hits the moon, teenage Miranda and her friends and family struggle to
survive the unimaginable. Four gripping books that follow their ordeal are collected in
this single-volume edition, including Life As We Knew It, The Dead and the Gone, This
World We Live In, and The Shade of the Moon.

When Tatum's boyfriend, Weston, loses his memories of her in The Program,
they decide to undergo The Adjustment, where Tatum's memories of their time
together are implanted into Weston's mind, but trouble lies ahead when Weston's
emotions do not match the experiences.
Justice Awakening is a handbook for Christians who want to bring an end to
human trafficking and modern-day slavery. Pastor and activist Eddie Byun
provides biblical foundations for understanding God's heart for justice and the
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oppressed. Here are practical, on-the-ground steps that any believer or church
can take.
A 2015 William C. Morris YA Debut Award Finalist Magical realism, lyrical prose,
and the pain and passion of human love haunt this hypnotic generational saga.
Foolish love appears to be the Roux family birthright, an ominous forecast for its
most recent progeny, Ava Lavender. Ava — in all other ways a normal girl — is
born with the wings of a bird. In a quest to understand her peculiar disposition
and a growing desire to fit in with her peers, sixteen-year old Ava ventures into
the wider world, ill-prepared for what she might discover and naive to the twisted
motives of others. Others like the pious Nathaniel Sorrows, who mistakes Ava for
an angel and whose obsession with her grows until the night of the summer
solstice celebration. That night, the skies open up, rain and feathers fill the air,
and Ava’s quest and her family’s saga build to a devastating crescendo. Firsttime author Leslye Walton has constructed a layered and unforgettable
mythology of what it means to be born with hearts that are tragically, exquisitely
human.
Bill Wells wasn't a famous man, but he left an invaluable legacy for those who
knew him. He lived his life by a few simple words of wisdom-recorded in a little
black notebook-and taught his children to do the same. Now, with this collection
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of mini-memoirs, his daughter Yvonne Swinson shares his legacy with you. 33
Habits of a Really Good Man includes Bill's favorite memories and experiences
and shares ideas on how these habits can lead to a really good life. Available just
in time for Father's Day, 33 Habits is the perfect way to show your appreciation
for the most important men in your life.
Set in a cinematic world where telekinetic powers dominate, Quake is the pulsepounding finale to an epic story of love and revenge for fans of I Am Number
Four and The Maze Runner. Faith and Dylan may have stopped the Quinns from
destroying the Western State the last time but now the twins have joined forces
with Hotspur Chance—the lethal mastermind behind Intels and pulses—and
there’s no telling what he is capable of now. Caught in the middle of a deadly
war, Faith and Dylan fight in hair-rising battles while their Intel friend Hawk works
to discover the secrets of the States. But the answers Hawk finds are bigger and
more mind-altering than anyone expected…and if Faith and Dylan want to finish
what they started, they will need to harness their pulses in a way no one has ever
done before. Can Faith and Dylan’s love save the world with a quake that is big
enough to change the course of history?
More than six months after the eruption of the Yellowstone supervolcano, Alex
and Darla retrace their steps to Iowa hoping to find Alex's parents and bring them
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to the tenuous safety of Illinois, but the journey is ever more perilous as the
remaining communities fight to the death for food and power.
"Fifteen-year-old Ricky Genero is writing a journal of the zombie apocalypse. His
high school has burned to the ground ... and his best friend died saving his sixyear-old brother Chuck from a zombie horde. When Chuck is bitten and infected
with the zombie virus, Rick must travel among the walking dead in search of a
cure"--Title page verso.
13 haunting tales perfect for fans of the bestselling author, R. L. Stine, of the
Goosebumps series. Turn the pages if you dare. . . . In this collection of thirteen
fabulously chilling stories from thirteen true masters of suspense, including five
New York Times bestsellers and a number of Edgar Award nominees, all edited
by none other than R. L. Stine, nothing is what it seems. From cannibalistic
children, to an unwitting date with a vampire, to a crush on a boy who just might
be a werewolf, no scary stone is left unturned. A must-have for all fans of the
genre!
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